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Environment and Planning Committee
Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline in Victoria
31st August 2020
Dear Environment and Planning Committee,
I would like to make a submission to the Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline.
I am Joel Blacker, a 23-year-old Victorian. I am a surfer, a Queen Scout, secretary of
Bayside Intrepid Landcare and a young business professional amongst other titles.
I consider myself inexplicably fortunate to have been able to develop such a profound and
heartfelt connection with some of our few remaining wild places. As a surfer I have
experienced the pilgrimage that is exploring seemingly every meter of Victoria’s surfable
coastline in search of waves. This journey has taken my friends and I to a myriad of different
ecosystems, we have hiked into untouched beaches, scrambled down massive cliff faces
beneath the canopy of breathtaking giant eucalypts, crawled through caves and everything
in between. In some of these places we have led a life of true freedom – catching and
cooking dinner on the beach, waking up in the morning to share waves with dolphins and
meeting curious sea lions as the sun sets. I have found these experiences to be humbling
and deeply healthy for my mind and body. In contrast, we have found stretches of coastline
degraded by unrestricted development, pollution, and climate change and breathtaking old
growth forests reduced to moonscapes not to recover for centuries – always a truly
heartbreaking experience.
These native forests are literally and metaphorically a breath of fresh air, they make us feel
alive, they are a natural playground. Equally they ensure our collective survival,
sequestering and capturing carbon in the soil and in biomass from the atmosphere working
against anthropogenic climate change and towards our collective carbon emission reduction
commitments. To wander through a native forest, bursting with life, from birdsong to fungi to
then stumble upon a logging coupe that has been decimated by Vic Forests is truly painful,
the contrasting silence and lack of greenery feels like a punch in the face.
One need not be an expert to understand that our laws in their current state are failing us
environmentally, and as a result, socially and economically. That our natural environment is
in decline by almost all key indicators is easily discernible for any layman who spends time
in our wild places. I am deeply concerned about the current and future state of our
environment and our respective livelihoods and wellbeing.
In Victoria I am particularly concerned about AGL’s proposed gas import facility in
Westernport Bay and the logging of native forests under our concerning Regional Forest
Agreements, especially following the latest bushfire season, it seems absurd that Vic
Forests can continue decimating native forest unabated after so much of our vital
ecosystems were lost.
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Alternately, I believe we have incredible opportunities in Victoria to address the
environmental challenges we currently face. Opportunities to transition rapidly to renewable
energy sources, investing in transmission infrastructure as outlined by the work of Ross
Garnaut. Opportunities to electrify our homes and transport systems. Opportunities to
protect and preserve the very environment of which we are a part and on which we rely for
our wellbeing and livelihoods.
Below are changes that the Victorian state government must take action on in order to make
this vision for our shared future a reality:
1. The devastation inflicted on our wildlife and forests from the 2019 - 2020 bushfires
has made forest protection and a rapid logging transition more urgent. The Victorian
state government’s commitment to a 2030 industry transition must be brought
forward. Two immediate priorities are protection of unburnt Greater Glider habitat,
and a continued moratorium on logging in East Gippsland.
2. There are opportunities for the state government to protect forests for all Victorians to
enjoy now and into the future. Two community led initiatives are the proposed Great
Forest National Park and Emerald Link conservation economy proposal.
3. In the face of climate catastrophe, Victoria’s forests play a critical role in removing
carbon pollution from the air we all breathe, nourishing us with clean air and safe,
clean drinking water. The Victorian state government must develop carbon
accounting and policies that include forests.
4. The state government must urgently implement and properly resource Action
Statements (plans for recovery) for all threatened plants and wildlife. Victoria’s plants
and wildlife are at risk, with over 2000 recognised as threatened with extinction
however only 15% have Action Statements.
5. The rights and interests of Traditional Custodians should be recognised in all aspects
of land and water management, as well as decision-making in relation to their
traditional lands, including traditional management practices such as cultural fire.
First Nations - declining ecosystems have profound implications for First Nations.
6. Victoria needs a new, independent, well resourced conservation regulator to police
deforestation and other destructive industries. The EPA is the independent watchdog
for pollution, but currently there is no independent watchdog to ensure industries
comply with environmental laws, with numerous breaches to laws continuing to occur
and a long history of regulators turning a blind eye.
7. Community rights must be guaranteed when governments are making environmental
decisions, including the right to participate, the right to access necessary information,
the right to challenge environmental decisions and the right to transparency in
government decision making.
Thank you for your consideration of my submission, and I invite any further discussion via
email at
.
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Sincerely,
Joel Blacker
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